Crystal structures Bend angle (º)
Reported bend angles (º) Octamer (2YQ0) 95.8 90 (4) Decamer (2YPY) 74.1 72 (4) and 110 (5) 
Spiral (4UZC)

Non-ring (5A76)
102.3
Bend angles were calculated between two dimers of tetramer with their centre of mass as a reference point using a pymol script (draw_rotation_axis). The bend angle and axis are denoted in Figure S7 . Rotational angles were calculated by superpositioning dimer1 of all four tetramer structures and measuring the rotation angle between the respective helix-3 of dimer2 using a pymol script (angle_between_helices). The angles between the helices are denoted in Figure S8 . kLANA DBD, the pivot mutant produced less measurable energy at 25 ºC. Although the signal is close to background we were able to fit a one-site binding model. Increasing the protein and DNA concentrations were not successful to enhance the signal Figure S4 . Structure-based sequence alignments of OBP LANA and EBNA1 DNA binding domains were performed using Expresso (6) and displayed using ESPript 3.0 (7). Secondary structure elements of kLANA (from PDBID: 4K2J) and mLANA DBDs (PDBID: 4BLG) are shown above and below the alignments, respectively. Conserved residues are shown in white on a red background and similar residues are highlighted in yellow. The residues of the dimer-dimer assembly interface are marked as pink stars. The Ala 1121 residue at the pivot region is marked by a cyan circle while the Lys1109Ala solubility mutant is marked by a red triangle. Crystal structures of kLANA-DBD have been solved so far in four different crystalline environments; with each exhibiting a varying bend angles at the assembly interface (dimer-dimer). The bend angles were calculated between two dimers of tetramer with their centre of mass as a reference point (red circle). Tetramers are represented in ribbon from Octamer-ring structure (2YQ0; green), Decamerring structure (2YPY; teal), Non-ring structure (5AK6; orange) and Spiral (4UZC; magenta). In addition to the bend angles ( Figure S7 ), kLANA assembly interface includes a rotational angle between dimers of tetramer.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES
Rotational angles were calculated by superpositioning dimer1 of all tetramer and measuring the angle between the helix-3 of respective structures in dimer2. Dimer1 superimpose well ( Figure 3B ), only one of the Helix-3 from dimer1 (H3d1) is represented for clarity.
Helix-3 of dimer2 from Octamer-ring structure (Octa; 2YQ0; green), Decamer-ring structure (Deca; 2YPY; teal), Non-ring structure (5AK6; orange) and Spiral (4UZC; magenta) are represented. In combination with bend ( Figure S7 ) and rotational angle, kLANA is able to achieve various higher oligomers.
